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ABSTRACT 

The actuarial science texts contain topics about the Multiple Decrement Theory and 

are very efficient speaking about the random variables of the time until termination 

from a status and their probability distribution. 

The texts are also clear with the associated Single Decrement Tables and the basic 

relationship between a multiple decrement table and its associated single decrement 

tables, where the single force of decrement is equal to the force for that decrement in 

the multiple decrement models. 

But the texts and other papers that describe the building of the single tables like the 

Mortality Table are not extended enough to describe the method used to separate each 

decrement when they are dependent. 

It is important, in many actuarial cases and in specific in the calculation of the 

reserves on the subject of Solvency II, established on a long term life contract, need to 

include the actuarial present value of the expected Cash Values and Insurance 

Options, in addition to the mortality and disability.  

Besides, if we want to process a stress test, moving the termination rates or the 

mortality rates it will be required to make a change in the original used rates. 

After more than 100 years using tables of one decrement on the determination of 

benefit reserve, we change to a more realistic expression in order to create a reserve 

that include an estimation of all the future liabilities. 

With this approach, this paper tries to present the circumstances to use these models 

of Multiple Decrement, because we need to be experts on elaborating and handling 

them in a correct form, using the statistics principles of the competing status.  

Besides, this paper tries to state situations when it is incorrect the use of single 

decrement external rates that were constructed without eliminating other dependent 

rate. 
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I. THE CONSTRUCTION OF A MORTALITY TABLE 

The construction of a Mortality Table seems a simple matter because you only need to 

divide the deaths that occurred in one year by the lives exposed at the beginning of the 

year, but it is important to be aware that this Table is impossible to be used by a 

different portfolio when others decrements are different from the original, for the reason 

that the exposicition to the risk of the data in the first calculus cannot be sustained. 

For example, if a person obtain a Mortality Table form the data of his insurance 

company can work with this Table for any problem related to mortality or persistency, 

in an actuarial calculus, like an “Asset Share” or in a  reserve valuation, while no 

change in the calculus any parameter relate to persistency or disability or other 

decrement. But if you want to use the probabilities of mortality, persistency or disability 

on a stress testing, observing what happened when you increase or decrease one or two 

of the decrements, then it is no valid the originals mortality probabilities. 

The same problem is present when a person adopts a Mortality Table from market 

experiences and that Table was not calculated adjusting the effect of others decrements, 

in this case it is not correct to work with this Table introducing it with others different 

decrements of persistency or disability. 

In several Mortality Tables is common that you do not know if the Table was cleaned 

from others decrements, if you have strong suspicion that it was made without eliminate 

others decrements and when it is obligatory to use this table to determine your reserves, 

maybe it can be possible to estimate the originals decrements and introduce yours.  

If you have the pressure by law to use a Mortality Table without modification, you can 

expect, in spite of your aversion, that the others decrements used in the construction of 

that Table where similar to yours, but if your leavers rates are higher than the originally, 

you will be estimating a superior mortality on your portfolio. 

Supposing that the Table of Mortality that you take from external experiences was made 

adjusted correctly with their decrements associated and generating a mortality table of 

one decrement, in this case you have to combine this experience with your persistency 

and disability rates from one decrement table each one and creating a multiple 

decrement table that have a better opportunity to replicate the future reality. 

By the way, it is conveniently clear that if you have a high rate of leavers, the mortality 

rate of a one decrement model turn out to increase your mortality rates in an experience 

with one decrement. But if you have a high rate of new entrants the effect will be the 

contrary, decrement in mortality of one decrement 

The follows expressions separate the mortality decrement (m) from other decrement 

associated.  

By uniform distribution of enters and leavers during the year. 
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Ln ( ) = /  ) Ln( ) 

Where   = +        and      = 1-  

It is common to call (‘) the rates of one decrement. ( )  

Only in mortality rate is no necessary to use the (‘). 

 

II. THE FUTURE PROJECTION OF A PORTFOLIO. 

For determinate the mach of actives and passives, for the projection of the 

future obligations in cash flows or in the reserve of Solvency II,it is 

convenient to use the survival functions that include mortality and 

persistency. 

If your company is not big enough to support your own experience in 

mortality, but you have a clear idea of your rate of persistency you can use 

a mortality table from the market, but you need first to be sure that this 

mortality table is constructed in one decrement and then combine your 

persistency rates with this mortality table.   

To combine both experiences you need to control your information about 

your persistency rates, because it is possible that they were obtained 

without eliminating the mortality implicit in your calculus. If you believe 

that the mortality rates that are you import is similar in your company, you 

can use these formulas  

 = / (1-.5 = (1- ) (1- ) 

  Represent the probability of leavers. 

 

Thus with the values of    it is possible to project a portfolio, 

If a person needs to evaluate the mortality cost or the cash flow cost you can resolve the 

logarithmic formula or use the follow expressions: 

 = (1- )        and     =  (1 - ) 
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These expressions supposed uniform distribution of enters and leavers during one year, 

but if you need an expression in a policy year, for example in an Asset Share, you can 

work with leavers at the end of the policy year and deaths with uniform distribution in 

the year. 

 =                     and                 =  (1 -  ) 

 

III. THREE CAUSES OF DECREMENT: MORTALITY, DISABILITY 

AND WITHDROWAL. 

You need to be sure that the disability benefit of waiver premium is occurring as a 

decrement  considering that in the insurance contract it keep in force taking part of the 

exposures to death. In the case that the insurance company extracts these claims from 

the original portfolio it is important to consider them one decrement that affects the 

mortality and persistency. 

When the company extracts from the portfolio the claims of disability with the benefit 

of waiver premium, the payment of the disability rent or the benefit of the face amount, 

you will find three decrements.  

The formula will be the same expressed before for obtain the rates of decrement 

associated single decrement table. Having uniform distribution of decrement in the 

interval (x, x+1) 

Ln ( ) = /  ) Ln( ) 

With j = 1 for dead,   j = 2 for disability,   j = 3 for withdrawal 

And     =  +  +  

For example if you has find that   = .006,    = .005,      = .10 

The associate rate   = .00634,      = .00529,        = .10057 

If you have another portfolio and by the small size of this portfolio it is not available to 

determine the probabilities of mortality and disability and you agree in taking the rates 

already calculated, but in relation to the persistency rate you have found a probability of 

withdrawal of 15%, different from the 10%. 

What are the consequences? First, since you do not know the original probabilities of 

mortality, disability and cancelation you should to adjust the new probability of 

cancelation to a rate of one decrement, accepting that the rates of mortality and 

disability are correct for your new portfolio and, after that, return to calculate the 

probabilities of mortality, disability and withdrawal. 
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Rate of withdrawal starting for  

 = (1-0.5 + ) +1/3 ) 

Arrive at a solution to  = 0.15088 

Then, return to probabilities 

 = 1- (1- ) (1 - ) (1- ) = 0.16173 

 = 0.006336,              = 0.005288,            = 0.15 

The difference in the probabilities and the rates it is small, but the difference will 

increase in the future and in a long term calculus mean an important cost. 

 

IV. BENEFITS THAT DEPEND OF AN ACCIDENT DEATH 

This benefit is denoted by “Double Indemnity” and provides to pay the double when 

death is caused by an accident. 

In this case you will have    as the probability of death by accidental cause and  

as the probability of death by other causes. The probability of surviving   is the 

same that appear in a mortality table like px. 

The actuarial present value covering the payment of 2 from an accident death and 1 

covering the death from all causes will be determinate with    + . 

It is frequent that you have to adopt the rates of mortality by accident on insurance 

companies that have not a large number of insured, and you need to combine the 

accident rates with you mortality rates that you use in your regular operation. 

In order to find the probability of accident death from the rate of accident it is necessary 

to determine the follow 

 

  = (  Ln ( )) / Ln (  

 = 0.00040,              = 0.00320,                    = 0.000399     

In this case it is possible no to change the rate to probability, because on the effect 

produced is minimum with small probabilities of the accidental death and on the other 

hand this benefit is not strongly recommended. 
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Conclusions 

Is important always to be aware about the assumptions considered when you need to 

adapt an experience from outside to your own data, because the difference between 

using a rate of associated single decrement table in relation to a probability on a 

multiple decrement table is, in general, very important. 

In mortality studies is convenient to clear how was constructed the table in order to 

know what steps you need to use it in your calculus and if it is a table of one decrement 

you can anticipated that it will change in the future when you put it together it with 

others decrements, possibly diminishing the probabilities. 

For Solvency II is indispensable to work with tables of multiple decrements to calculate 

the future impact in the risk of the expenses, the surrender value and the disability 

benefit.  

The actual assumptions about the calculus of the reserve and other actuarial present 

values from a mortality table of one decrement will pass to take part of the romantic 

history in the actuarial calculus.  
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